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Some Disclaimers!



Some clarifications:

• Holland is not the name of the present-day 
country – the correct name is the 
Netherlands.

• The word “Dutch” is derived from the 
words “Diets” and “Deutch” both meaning 
“The people”.  It was the English who 
mangled them into one word used 
originally for both German and Dutch, then 
only for their nearest neighbours. 



A Brief History

• 1581 - Dutch Republic

• 1689 – 1694 William of Orange becomes King of 
England.

• 1795 - Batavian Republic

• 1806 - Kingdom of Holland

• 1810 - part of the French Empire

• 1813 - Principality of the Netherlands

• 1815 - Kingdom of the Netherlands 
(including Belgium)

• 1830 – Belgium attains independence.



Provinces

1. Drenthe

2. Flevoland

3. Frisia (Friesland) 

4. Guelders (Gelderland)

5. Groningen

6. Limburg

7. North Brabant Noord Brabant

8. Noord-Holland

9. Overijssel

10. Utrecht

11. Zealand (Zeeland)

12. South Holland (Zuid Holland)

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Drenthe
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Flevoland
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Friesland
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Guelders
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Groningen_%28province%29
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Limburg
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Noord-Brabant
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Noord-Holland
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Overijssel
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Utrecht_%28province%29
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Zeeland
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/South_Holland


Before Christian Huygens



In the beginning…

• Tower Clocks – no faces, usually just a 

bell.  This is like every European country 

in the 14th Century and later.

• These tower clocks were largely made by 

blacksmiths.

• Lantern clocks and table clocks were 

available to the wealthy.



Barentsz Klok

Dutch, 16th C.







Tower Clocks

















Other Early Clocks









After 

Huygens



Table Clocks

Hague Clocks







A later example of a Hague clock 

by Pieter Visbagh, c. 1685

view of the striking movement, with fretted and decorated 

back cock, count wheel and iron striking 'gate'.







Staande Klokken

1670 - 1770



The oldest known Dutch longcase clock is 

signed by Anthonius Hoevenaer, dated 

c.1675-1685, and so later than the oldest 

known example by A. Fromanteel from 

c.1660



Early Staande Klokken

• Main manufacturing centre was Amsterdam.

• The next largest centre was Haarlem where a thriving tall 

case clock making industry began around 1680

• The Hague was also a major clock making centre, 

largely of table clocks, due to the fact that this is where  

Saloman Coster was working on the Huygens clocks.  

• However, a smaller number of tall case clocks were 

made in other areas.



Standing Clocks





Other Areas

• Tall case clocks were produced in Rotterdam in the late 

17th and early 18th centuries. These clocks were strongly 

influenced by English clocks, but also by the Amsterdam 

tall case clocks and the Hague table clocks.

• Tall case clocks were also made in the Southern and 

Northern Provinces. 







WALL CLOCKS



Zaanse Clocks

1680 -1730
• The going and striking trains are posted one 

behind the other.  

• The spokes of the wheels in the movement have 
a unique heart shape.

• The case consists of an oak backboard with a 
bracket that supports the all-wooden case on 4 
turned legs. 

• Usually a rope pulley

• Weights are usually pear-shaped, however very 
early Zaanse clocks likely had canister weights.









Friesian 

Clocks

• Tall case

• Stoelklok

• Staartklok

• Schipperje



Friesian 

Tall Case Clocks

• Very hard to tell from Amsterdam  

Clocks

• Slightly shorter case

• Aperture is often the same as those 

seen on Friesian Staartkloks.

• Most often seen with ‘dolls’.



Stoelkloks







Staartkloks

• Many variations

• Earliest were called the short-case or dikkop 

(literally, fathead).  These clocks were copied 

from the Amsterdammer – simplified and with a 

movement very close to the Stoelklok, except 

with an anchor escapement.  This is the reason 

for the long pendulum in comparison with the 

stoelklok.  The stoelklok is much more ornate 

and the staartklok is considered by Dutch clock 

enthusiasts to be the ‘country cousin’.

















Dating a Friesian Staartklok

Generally, you can date a staartklok by the dial, however, it 
is important to note that dials are often repainted! Most 
Frisian Staartkloks have iron dials.

• Earliest dials were brass.  These indicate an 
Amsterdammer as they are consistent with tall case 
clocks of the period. (c. 1725)

• Early Frisians had gold painted corners (c. 1750 – 1800)

• About 1800, corners became dark blue with a white ring.

• Around 1810 the whole dial was painted white.

• Around 1850 the corners were painted green and 
pressed brass ornaments, representing the seasons.

• Around 1870, the whole dial became green.



Other things to look for:

• How dial is secured to the movement.

– In early staartkloks, there are often loops that 

protrude through the dial secured by tapered 

pins.  In later clocks (after 1825) the back of 

the dial had 2 fasteners screwed with bolts 

into the top plate of the movement.  However, 

one early maker had a different method to 

secure the dial, so the absence of the loops 

on the face of the dial does not necessarily 

mean that the clock is a later one.







The movement

• Generally light, except for a few very early 

clocks.

• Movement is a ‘birdcage’ type with nicely 

turned brass pillars. Often these pillars are 

a spiral shape.  Earliest clocks from 

Groenigen had simpler pillars.

• There is an odd number of teeth in the 

going wheel of early clocks.



The case

• No pillars on the hood

• Wooden aperture bezel in earliest clocks, 

next were lead and last were pressed 

brass.

• Generally speaking, the more ornate the 

case, the later it was made.



Strike

• Later clocks have complete half-hour 
striking mechanism.

• Spiral gongs were introduced in about 
1870.  They are rare and never replaced 
the main bell, but were for the alarm.  
Again, use caution here in dating as a 
gong may have been added ‘after market’ 
to an earlier staartklok because of current 
fashion.



Schipperje



Misleading Klok



Early Dutch Stoelklok Quarterstrike ZAANSE CLOCK 

c1850
This very special Stoolclock is made in the The Netherlands, 

around 1850, say the first half of the 19th century. This Stoolclock 

(in Dutch language “Stoelklok”) with quarterstrike is a special 

“Zaanse” Clock from the region above Amsterdam / Netherlands. 

The clockwork has verge escapement, about 30 hours going work 

and striking the full hours on a larger bell, the half hours striking 

the upcoming hour time on a tinier bell and the 0.15 quarter one 

time on the tiny bell and the 0.45 quarter one time on the larger 

bell. All by one weight on an endless twisted cord with 

contraweight. Both weights in the typical pear-style and original. 

Original pendulum with horse and rider stylized bob, hanging 

outside the clockwork inside the hollow (and original) wooden 

wall stool, the bob viewable through the glass window. The 

clockwork with verge escapement and ornamented vertical work 

pillars. Good running and striking condition. 

Dial chapter ring with Roman numerals and with bronze hands. 

Bronze dial corner ornaments. Measurements : total height of the 

clock measured at back case : 32", at widest 12”, dial diam. 6”. 

Original clock, all over in very good condition.



At first glance this clock looks 

good.

It has one weight continuous drive 

with a counter-weight.

The weights  and case look good, 

however, there is no alarm chain 

and weight.



Here’s where we start to see 

a problem with this clock.

Zaanse clocks had a centre-

post, strap-type movement, 

not a birdcage like you see 

here.  Also, a rope in a 

birdcage movement is very 

very rare.

The seller indicated a date of 

1850 – the movement may 

well date from that time, but 

Zaanse clocks were only 

made from 1690 – 1720.  

Less than 30 years.

This movement is most likely 

from a Staartklok because of 

the anchor escapement.



The top bell looks a little 

odd.



This is a typical 

staartklok movement.  

Zaanse clocks were well 

known for the heart-

shaped spaces in the 

wheels.



This is a Zaanse 

movement.  It has a crown 

wheel escapement, heart-

shaped spokes on the 

wheels and a very plain 

frame.



So, what do we have?  Is this a cobbled-together 

attempt to deceive?  At first glance it appears so, 

however more research reveals that this clock is most 

likely indeed 150 years old as advertised.  But it is not 

a Zaanse Klok.  

According to Dr. J.A. Sellink, one of the foremost 

authorities on Dutch Clocks, this is a “shortcase

Staartklok movement ...in a Zaandam case.  Since 

these fakes date from the 19th century and are often 

fairly old, a thorough knowledge of the Zaandam clock 

and all of its variations is absolutely necessary when 

acquiring such a clock.”
Dr. J.A. Sellink, “Dutch Antique Domestic Clocks”  page 137.



Back to the beginning....

Just when you think you know everything 

there is to know about Dutch clocks, 

something will come along that shows you 

that in the case of these clocks, it is the 

exception that proves the rule!


